LaBassine Professional Tub
Original™ and Maxi™ Sizes

Exterior Size
Interior Size
Capacity
Persons
Tub Thickness
Liner
Thickness
Approximate
Inflation Time
Approximate
Filling Time
Feature

Original™
65" x 53" x 30"
50” x 38” x 27”
119 gallons @ 80%
full
1
0.60 mm
0.22 mm

Maxi™
75” x 65” x 28”
57” x 46” x 25”
165 gallons @ 80%
full
1 or 2
0.60 mm
0.22 mm

10-15 minutes

15-20 minutes

30 min

45 min

Vertical Chambers,
Two Internal
Handles

Three Ring
Construction, Four
Internal and Two
Exterior Handles

Guarantee = 10 uses in one year

MAXIMUM POOL WEIGHT
Professional Pool with a patient inside:
pool and liner = ~30 lbs
patient = 200 lbs
max gal x 8.34 lbs/gal
Total Max Birth La Bassine with 200lb patient =
1656 lbs Original / 1656 lbs Maxi

Birth Pool Features









Cocoon like shape and Purple color to enhance the sense of privacy and induce deep relaxation.
Deep, 3" inflated floor, to give the extra comfort needed during active birth positions such as kneeling and
squatting.
Transparent sides, to give midwives good visibility from outside the pool.
Perfect w ater depth that fully covers your belly without being too deep that you feel insecure.
Four solid internal handles, perfectly placed, exactly where you need them ! Use to assist in position
changes, or to grab on to while you push.
TWO TOP HANDLES for assistance when getting in and out of the pool .
OUR MAXI POOL has three separate chambers! If one chamber w ere punctured, w ater w ould be
retained b y the other tw o.
Eco-Friendl y Vin yl, Carbon Neutral and Ethicall y Manufactured – Highly durable vinyl that does not
contain any phthalates, lead or cadmium so often used in plastic production. Made in W ater Ltd has made a
donation to the W orld Land Trust Carbon Balanced Fund to offset the carbon footprint incurred producing
and shipping La Bassine. All our manufacturers are independently audited to ensure safe and fair



employment practice.
Qualit y and Durabilit y – Made with Super-Strong Vinyl, each birthing pool is factory tested.
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